Chemotactic behavior in Escherichia coli is mediated by membrane-associated chemoreceptors that transmit sensory signals to the flagellar motors through an intracellular signaling system, which appears to involve a protein phosphorylation cascade. This study concerns the role of CheW, a cytoplasmic protein, in coupling methyl-accepting chemotaxis proteins (MCPs), the major class of membrane receptors, to the intracellular signaling system. Steady-state flagellar rotation behavior was examined in a series of strains with different combinations and relative amounts of CheW, MCPs, and other signaling components. At normal expression levels, CheW stimulated clockwise rotation, and receptors appeared to enhance this stimulatory effect. At high expression levels, MCPs inhibited clockwise rotation, and CheW appeared to augment this inhibitory effect. Since overexpression of CheW or MCP molecules had the same behavioral effect as their absence, chemoreceptors probably use CheW to modulate two distinct signals, one that stimulates and one that inhibits the intracellular phosphorylation cascade.
Chemotactic movements in Escherichia coli are carried out by modulating the pattern of flagellar rotation in response to chemical stimuli: counterclockwise (CCW) rotation produces forward swimming and clockwise (CW) rotation causes directional changes or tumbles (reviewed in refs. 1 and 2). Many of these responses are mediated by transmembrane receptors known as methyl-accepting chemotaxis proteins (MCPs), which monitor chemoeffector concentrations through ligand-binding sites arrayed on the periplasmic side of the membrane and modulate intracellular signals that alter the rotational behavior of the flagellar motors. The manner in which these chemoreceptors are coupled to the locomotor control system remains poorly understood.
Six cytoplasmic proteins (CheA, CheB, CheR, CheW, CheY, and CheZ) comprise the intracellular signaling system that processes receptor information (Fig. 1 ). CheR and CheB are enzymes that, respectively, add or remove methyl groups on MCP molecules. These functions are not needed to initiate flagellar responses but rather serve to bring about sensory adaptation and a subsequent cessation of responses by altering MCP methylation state. CheY and CheZ appear to interact with flagellar components of the rotational switching mechanism (3) and are probably directly involved in eliciting stimulus responses. Several lines of evidence show that CheY produces CW rotation, whereas CheZ serves as an antagonist of CheY function. Mutants with che Y defects exhibit exclusively CCW rotation; cheZ mutants are CWbiased (4) . Overproduction of CheY causes a dramatic increase in CW bias, both in wild-type cells (5, 6) and in "gutted" cells missing other chemotaxis components (7 motors in cell envelopes that are devoid of cytoplasm (8) . Although overproduction of CheZ causes CCW bias, CheZ alone has no effect on rotational behavior in the absence of CheY, suggesting that it acts by inhibiting the CW-promoting effects of CheY (7). Consistent with this idea, the duration and range of flagellar signals are greatly extended in mutants lacking CheZ (9) .
CheA and CheW are needed not only for the feedforward transmission of receptor signals to the flagellar motors through CheY/CheZ (7, 10) but also for the feedback control of receptor methylation through CheB/CheR (11) . Recent studies indicate that protein phosphorylation events may be involved in these signaling activities (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (18) . CP362 (19) was obtained from G. Hazelbauer (Washington State University); all of the others were either from our laboratory collection or constructed in the course of this work. Deletions were combined by cotransduction with linked TnJO insertions; individual tetracyclineresistant transductants were tested for Che and MCP functions by complementation with Ache22 (18) and Atsr70 (20) specialized transducing phages to identify the desired recombinants.
Plasmids. Plasmids obtained from other sources were pPA144 (tsr+) (21) and pMK1 (tar') (22) , provided by M. Manson (Texas A&M University); and pCS20 (tsr+ under P,,,( control), provided by F. Dahlquist (University of Oregon). Plasmids containing the cheA or cheW genes were constructed as follows (see Fig. 2 ). pJL60 (cheA+) contains a Sau3A1-EcoRV fragment from Ache22 (18) inserted at the HindIII site of pKK177-3, a pBR322 derivative carrying the Pla promoter (23) . The motA and motB functions were subsequently inactivated by removal of a Bgl II-Nsi I fragment. pJL31 (cheW+) contains a partial Sau3A1 fragment from Ache22 inserted at the BamHI site of pACYC184 (24) . The motA, motB, and cheA functions were subsequently inactivated by removal of an Mlu I fragment. pJL63 (cheW+ under PtlC control) carries the cheW locus of pJL31 subcloned in pKK177-3. To provide a source of lac repressor, the 1acP gene was subsequently introduced from plasmid pMC7 (25) , provided by D. E. Koshland (University of California, Berkeley). pJL54, a derivative of pJL63 containing a nonfunctional cheW gene (not shown in Fig. 2 ) was constructed by opening pJL63 at a unique Sty I site in the cheW gene, treating with S1 nuclease, and religating the linear DNA to create a small deletion.
Behavioral Assays. Chemotactic ability was assessed on semisolid agar swarm plates (26) and flagellar rotation patterns were measured by tethered cell assays (27) (Fig. 3, lines 2-5) , whereas a strain lacking CheZ rotated its flagella almost entirely in the CW direction (line 6). In contrast, wild-type cells exhibited frequent reversals (line 1). These findings are consistent with the results of previous studies and the signaling pathway of Fig. 1 : MCPs, CheW, CheA, and CheY augment CW rotation; CheZ opposes their action and enhances CCW rotation. In the absence of CheZ, defects in the different CW functions produced distinctive rotational phenotypes (Fig. 3, lines 7-11) . CheY is the most critical for CW rotation since the Y-Z-strain (line 7) was exclusively CCW, whereas the others exhibited at least some CW capability. It appears that CheY is essential for CW rotation of wild-type flagellar motors and that CCW rotation is the default or ground state of the motors when CheY is missing.
The A-Z-strain (line 8) was predominantly CCW-biased, but with a few reversing individuals, indicating that CheA function plays a major role in promoting CW behavior but is not absolutely essential for CW rotation. These properties are consistent with the working model of Fig. 1 MCPs had no effect on rotational behavior in the absence of CheW (line 9) but did augment CW rotation in the presence of CheW (line 6). We conclude that CheA and CheY are directly responsible for generating CW rotation, whereas the MCPs and CheW are involved in modulating the activity of this CW-generating system (Fig. 1) .
Inhibition of Chemotaxis by Excess CheW. The ability of CheW at normal levels to augment CW rotation, both in the presence and in the absence of receptors, suggested that overexpression of CheW might further enhance CW rotation. To explore this possibility, we constructed two multicopy cheW plasmids (Fig. 2) : pJL31, in which cheW is expressed from its native promoter (29) , and pJL63, in which cheW is expressed from the IPTG-regulatable P,,,. promoter. Under conditions leading to high-level expression of CheW, both plasmids inhibited the chemotactic ability of wild-type cells. Results with pJL63 are shown in Fig. 4 . Swarm size was essentially normal at internal CheW concentrations ranging from about wild type (5-10 AM IPTG) to several times greater than wild type (20-25 ,M IPTG), but larger amounts of CheW caused a proportionate reduction in swarm size. This inhibitory effect appeared to be due to a functional activity of the overexpressed CheW protein, since a derivative of pJL63 with a small deletion in cheW (pJL54) had no effect on wild-type behavior, even at very high inducer concentrations (data not shown).
Stoichiometric Compensation Between CheW and MCPs.
The inhibition of chemotaxis by high levels of CheW might be caused by titration or inactivation of another component of the signaling machinery with which CheW normally interacts. Consequently, we attempted to alleviate the CheW effect by expressing other chemotaxis proteins at correspondingly high levels, using compatible plasmids to introduce additional copies of selected genes into cells containing a cheW plasmid. We found that overexpression of Tsr or Tar, the major MCP species in E. coli, partially compensated for high CheW levels, whereas overexpression of CheA (from pJL60; see Fig. 2 ) did not. Results with plasmid pPA144, which expresses tsr at high levels (21) , are shown in Fig. 4 (Fig. 4) , CW rotational episodes were also restored (Fig. 3, line 18 ). These results suggest that a stoichiometric excess of CheW or MCP molecules impairs chemotactic ability by inhibiting CW rotational behavior, presumably by blocking the activation of CheY by CheA or by accelerating the destruction of activated CheY.
Neither CheW-nor MCP-mediated inhibition of CW rotation was greatly dependent on CheZ, the only function clearly implicated in CheY inactivation (Fig. 3, line 12 Fig. 1 ).
Both the CheW and MCP overproduction effects were sufficiently attentuated by CheZ removal to assess interactions between CheW and MCP functions in the inhibition of CW rotation. [Although the two effects were reversed to different extents (Fig. 3, line 13 vs. line 16), this could reflect relatively small differences in steady-state levels of activated CheY.] Under CheZ-less conditions, the CheW effect was dependent on MCP receptors (Fig. 3, line 14 vs. lines 10 and 13), whereas the MCP effect was not dependent on CheW and was actually enhanced by CheW removal (Fig. 3, line 17 vs. lines 9 and 16). We conclude that MCP molecules alone, when present in stoichiometric excess, are capable of inhibiting CW rotation, whereas high levels of CheW probably inhibit CW rotation by augmenting this MCP-dependent effect.
DISCUSSION
The production of CW flagellar rotation and the ability to modulate rotation pattern are essential for chemotactic behavior by E. coli. This study reports the unusual finding that high intracellular levels of either CheW or MCP molecules have the same behavioral effect as the absence of either of these signaling components-both conditions prevent CW rotation and, consequently, chemotaxis. These results indicate that CheW and the MCP receptors have at least two distinct signaling roles, and suggest molecular mechanisms that could account for dual signaling activity. Because a great deal of circumstantial evidence suggests that CW rotation is activated by CheY phosphorylation, we will discuss our findings in terms of the phosphorylation hypothesis, even though alternative signaling mechanisms cannot be ruled out.
CheA and CheY Comprise the CW Generator. CheY and CheA were essential for CW rotation, whereas MCPs and CheW were not. In cells lacking MCPs, CheW, and CheZ, CheA and CheY were sufficient to generate a wild-type level of CW rotation (Fig. 3, line 11 vs. line 1). In contrast, Conley et al. (10) observed essentially no CW rotation in gutted cells containing various levels of CheA and CheY. The difference in behavior may be due to the CheR and CheB proteins, which were present in our system but absent in the gutted cells. Alternatively, the gutted cells may have contained enough residual CheZ activity to obscure a slow rate of CheY activation (10) . In any case our findings are consistent with in vitro work which indicates that CheA is able to transfer phosphate groups to CheY in the absence of other chemotaxis proteins (13, 16 
